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THE INVERSE STABLE RANGE FUNCTOR

ROBERT S. Y. WONG

Abstract. We give an inverse construction of the stable range for general flows

which may or may not admit an invariant measure. The inverse map is then

shown to be a right inverse functor of the stable range functor.

The Krieger theorem asserts that in the type IIIo case, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between orbit equivalent classes of ergodic transformations,

algebraic isomorphism classes of Krieger factors, and conjugate isomorphism

classes of nontransitive ergodic flows. This correspondence is established via

explicit maps between the objects, namely the stable range map, the crossed

product, and the flow of weights. In this paper we are concerned with inverting

the stable range map, i.e., given a flow on a standard measure space, we will

explicitly construct a transformation with the flow as its stable range. Since orbit

equivalent transformations give rise to conjugate flows under the stable range

map, the choice of the transformation is not unique. However, by using some

kind of skew product with the odometer, it is possible to choose a natural one

which satisfies the requirement. This construction provides the vital missing

arrow which points in the opposite direction of the other maps.

For the case where the flow admits an invariant measure, such a transfor-

mation can be found in [4] or [5], but for a general flow the problem is more

difficult. In [3] Hamachi showed that for a given ergodic flow, one can construct

an ergodic action of Z x (Z + aX) on a certain standard measure space whose

stable range is isomorphic to the flow. The result of Connes, Feldman, and
Weiss guarantees that the equivalence relation generated by this action is gen-

erated by a single transformation T, but it is far from clear how to construct

such a transformation explicitly. Noting that the stable range map is in fact a

functor from the category of transformations with orbit transporting isomor-

phisms to the category of flows with conjugations, we see that the construction

below also extends to the construction of a right inverse functor to the stable

range functor. This fact establishes that the mod homomorphism from the

automorphism group of a measured equivalence relation to the automorphism

group of its associated flow is split (this also follows from Hamachi's construc-

tion [3, p. 399]). Our method also yields a transparent proof of surjectivity of

mod, a fact noted by both Hamachi and Golodets [1].
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Preliminaries

A flow on an abelian von Neumann algebra A is a continuous action of R

on A , i.e., a homomorphism a: R —* Aut(A), the automorphism group of A ,

such that, writing at for a(t), we have for any x £ A , the map t -» at(x) is

CT-weakly continuous.
We write (at, A) for a flow on a von Neumann algebra. The flow is said

to be ergodic if for a £ A, at(a) = a for all t implies that a is a multiple

of the identity. We denote by sá the category of ergodic flows on nonatomic

abelian von Neumann algebras with separable preduals, with conjugations as

morphisms.
Let A, B be nonatomic abelian von Neumann algebras with separable pre-

duals. Let 4>: A -> B be isomorphisms. Suppose there are standard mea-

sure spaces (X, p) , (Y, v), an isomorphism 4>: (X, p) —> (Y, v), and iso-

morphisms 0\ : A —> L°°(X,p), a2: B -» L°°(Y,v) such that (a2<f>)(a) =

o\(a) o<j>-1 for all a £ A. Then $ is called a point realization of the map <f>

via a\ and 02 •

Similarly if (at, A) belongs to stf, and there exists a flow (Ft,il,v) and

an isomorphism a: A —> L°°(Q, z/) such that Ft is a point realization of at

via er for all t, then (F,, fi, 1/) is called the point realization of at via a.

By a theorem of Mackey [8], given such a ct , the point realization exists and is

unique.

Any two point realizations of (a,, A) are conjugate isomorphic. If (j): A —>

B, y/: B -» C are morphisms in j/ , and </>, y/ are point realizations of 4>

and ^ via some fixed isomorphisms, then 4> ° W is the point realization of

<j)oy/ via these isomorphisms. Thus point realization preserves commutative

diagrams.
Let (T, X, ft) be a dynamical system. We can construct a flow, called the

stable range of the transformation as follows. Let ds be the Lebesgue measure

on R. Define f on (X xR, pxe'5ds) by

T(x,r)=(Tx,r + \og^^(x)\.

T is in general nonergodic even though T may be ergodic. There is an action

q~ on L°°(X x R) induced from f:

a~(f)(x, r) = f(f~l(x,r)),        f £ L°°(X x R).

We consider the fixed point subalgebra of L°°(XxR) under a~, i.e., the algebra

L°°(X xR)T of functions / such that a~(f) = f. There exists an action F

of R on L°°(X x R) given by

Ft(f)(x, r) = f(x, r + t),        t£R.

This action commutes with a~, i.e., Ft o a~ - a~oF, for all t, and therefore

leaves L°°(X xR)T invariant. The stable range of (T, X, fi) is any point real-

ization of the restriction of Ft to L°°(X x R)T. It is unique up to conjugations

and is ergodic if and only if (T, X, p) is ergodic.
The stable range can be thought of as a conjugacy class of flows, but we will

choose a representative for each ergodic system as in the following.
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The stable range map is in fact a functor from the category äf of ergodic

dynamical systems with orbit transporting transformations to the category &
of ergodic flows with conjugations. First we define a functor S\ from si

to y. Fix a standard measure space (I, m). For (at, A) in si , choose

an isomorphism aA: A —» L°°(I, m), and define Si (a,, A) to be the point

realization of (at, A) on (/, m) via a.

Let <j>: (at, A) -> (/?,, t3) be a conjugation. Si(</>) is defined to be the

automorphism on (I, m) which is the point realization of </> via aA, as . It is

clear that Si(0) conjugates between Si(a,,yl) and S\(ßt,B) and that Si is
a functor.

Let (T, X, p) be an ergodic transformation, then by the construction of

the stable range, we obtain a flow at on the abelian von Neumann algebra

L°°(X x R)r. This association is a functor S2 from Sf to si. For if

(f>: (T, X, p) ^> (S ,Y, v) is orbit transporting, then the map i^:(Ixl)->

(7x1), given by

4>(x, r) = U(x), r + log —£-(0(*)) j

is also orbit transporting from T to S. Hence it restricts to the fixed point

subalgebras. Clearly it conjugates between the flows so that S2 is a functor.

The stable range functor is defined to be Si o S2.

1

Let Z5 be the cyclic group of 5 elements, and let X = Y[^° Z5. Let /3,,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be positive real numbers such that log ß\, log ß2, log ßi, and

log/54 are rationally independent. Define a probability measure p on X by

P — HT Q > where q = (qi , a2, q3 , a4, a5) is the probability measure on Z5

which gives mass a¡ to point /, with ratios a,/a,+i = /?,, ¿=1,2,3,4. We

let T be the usual odometer transformation on X.

Lemma 1.1. There exists integer valued Borel functions n¡(x), ¿=1,2,3,4,

such that

^-^(x) = ß^x)ß?Wß?Wß?M ,    a.e. x£X.

This set of n¡ is uniquely determined by the equation, and is the same regardless
of the choice of /?,, subject to the rationally independent condition mentioned
above.

Proof. Delete the point of null measure (4, 4, ... ) from X. Then the collec-

tion 38 of sets of the form ((xi, x2, ... , x„) x F|~ , Z5, with n > 1 and not

all of the x,■, i = 1,2, ... , n , equal to 4 generates the product Borel structure

on X. For A £3§ and x £ A, define n,(x), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by the formula

P{T(A)) _ A   „/W

P(A)        l\Pi     ■

It is clear that n¡(x) is well defined. Let Xa be the characteristic function
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of A . We have

/ Xa^  Pd°p    dp^ = I ^(x)dpoT(x) = / XA(T~lx)dp(x)

= I XT(A)(x)dp(x)=p(T(A))

= p(A)flß"^ = i' XA(x)f[ßfx) dp(x).
/=i J 1=1

Since 3§ is closed under finite intersections, a standard theorem in measure

theory gives the formula for (dp o T)/dp.

To prove the rest of the lemma, we note that the /5, play only an auxiliary

role in the definition of the «,. Therefore the n¡ are defined independent of

the ß,:, and they are intrinsic to the odometer. Uniqueness of the w, is obvious.

We shall denote by P the group of finite permutations on N. P acts on

X in a canonical way, and P ç [T], the full group of T, and for x £ P,

(dp o x)/dp = 1. This action is ergodic by the Hewitt-Savage 0-1 law.

Lemma 1.2. Let x £ X. If k is a positive integer such that Tk(x) is a finite

permutation of x, then

k-\

Yini(P(x)) = 0,    for i =1,2, 3, 4.
7=0

Proof. Let x £ P with x(x) = Tk(x). For j = 0 to k, TJx differs from x
in only a finite number of coordinates, say the first n coordinates. We let

oo

AQ = (xi, x2, ... , xn) x Y[Z5,    AX = TJ(A0),        1 = 0, 1,2, ... , k.

Then

P-^-= f[ßfT'(x)\       j = 0,l,2,...,k-l.
P\Ai)      ,=1

Multiplying these equations, we have

,  _ P{Ak)  _ yr ÄE,»'<r'*)

n(A,\       11Pip(Ao)

Since all /?, are multiplicatively independent, we have the result.

Lemma 1.3. Let (F,, Q, v) be a flow. There exists a Borel map p(co, t) from

Q x R to R+ such that

dvoFt,   .       ,       .    ,      „
—-j—(oj)=p(œ,t)   for all t, a.e. co.

Proof. See [10].

We shall use the same symbol (dv oF,)co/dp to denote p(co, t). We shall

also write

a(x) = nx(x)\ogßi +n2(x)logß2,    b(x) = «3(x)log/53 + n4(x)lo%ß4.
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Theorem 1.4. Let (Ft, Q, v ) be a flow on a standard measure space. Let S be

the transformation on (XxQxR,pxux e~sds) defined by

S(x, co, r) = ( Tx, Fa{x)(œ), r + log —°-r^-(co) + b(x]u(x)\uJ),r + iuz--^

Then the stable range of S is the flow (Ft, Q, v). The transformation is ergodic

if and only if the flow is ergodic.

Proof. We denote the measure pxv x e~s ds by p. In the construction of the

stable range of S, S is defined on (X x Q x R x R, p x dt) by

S(x, w, r, t) = (S(x, oj, r), t + \og—z—(x, co, r) ).

We calculate (dp o S) /dp . Let A £ 38 , where 38 is as in Lemma 1.1. Then
there exists a, b £ R such that a(x) = a and b(x) = b for all x £ A . Write

Zab(u, r)= (^(w), r + log   v°v a(co) + b\ ,

and p' = v x e~s ds. Zab is the composition of a measure preserving transfor-

mation and a translation which shrinks the measure by e~b . So p'(Za¡,(C)) =

p'(C)e~b , for C Borel in ßxl. Now for such C,

/     ^inrWd^ = ß°S(AxC) = p(T(A) x Zab(C))

= p(T(A))p'(C)e-b = eap(A)p'(C)

= eap(AxC)= f     ea(x)dp(y),
JAxC'AxC

where x = the projection of y to A . Since such sets AxC are closed under

finite intersections and generate the a-algebra of Xx Q, we see that, by Dinkin's

theorem of measure theory, (dpoS)(y)/dp = ea^ . Hence S(x, co, r, t) —

(S(x, œ, r), t + a(x)). Let x £ P, and let k(x) be the integral valued function

such that x(x) - Tk^x, for all x £ X. Then if x is such that k(x) > 0, and

abbreviating 52Ji=0a(T'x) to s(j), we have

SkW(x, co, r, t) = Skix)(x,co, r),t + s(k(x) - 1)

= It^x^^^co),

(k(x)-\    ,p \        *(JC)-1 >

r + logí   n       °(y   \FsU_i){œ))    +   Y,  b(Px),t

— (xx, to, r, t)   a.e. (x, co, r, t),

by Lemma 1.2. By considering t_1 applied on x(x), we see that this is also

valid for x with k(x) < 0.

Let A be an S invariant set in Xxflxlxl. Then A is p x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1

invariant.   As P is ergodic on X, A = X x B for some measurable B ç
Qxlxl. B is invariant under

/ dp o FaiX) \
(co, r, f)-» lFa(x)(œ),r + \og—j-^(co) + b(x), t + a(x)j
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for ail x £X. Note that each of the following sets has positive measure:

{xj: a(x\) = -logß\ and b(x\) = 0},

{x2 : a(x2) = - log #2 and b(x2) = 0},

{x3 : a(x3) = 0 and ¿>(x3) = - log ß}},

{X4: a(x4) = 0 and b(x4) = -log^}.

This implies B is invariant under

(co, r, t) -> (Fa(co), r + log   ß°  a(co) + b, t + aj ,

where a £ G\, b £ G2, and G\, G2 are the groups generated by log/?i, log/?2,

and log /?3, log /?4 respectively. Since these groups are dense in R, we have

B = {(co, r, t): r £ R, (co, t) £ C} for some Borel set C of fi x R, and C is

invariant under

aa: (co, t) -* (Fa(co), t + a)   for all a £ G\.

Since the action of R on L°°(fi) induced by Ft is a-strongly continuous, i.e.,

tn -* t implies f°Fin -> f°Ft a -strongly for / e L°°(Q), the action of R on

L°°(fi x R) induced by aa , a £ R, is continuous. Thus C is invariant under

aa for all a £ R. Such invariant sets are in one-to-one correspondence with

the Borel subsets of fi, via the map (co, t) —» F-t(co). Hence

L°°(X x Q x R x R)5 =■ L°°(Q),

via the isomorphism a: f —> g £ L°°(Q), where g is the function which

satisfies the equation

g(F-t(co)) = f(x,co,r,t)   a.e. (x,co,r,t).

The point realization of the canonical R action is then 7^ , as required.

The proof of the ergodicity part is standard and is omitted.

Remark. In case the flow we start with is measure preserving, the construction

can be achieved with a three point odometer. We describe the construction in
the next theorem.

Theorem 1.5. Suppose that (Ft,Q, v)  is measure preserving, i.e.,  voF, = v

for all t £ R. Let X3 = firz3 and P = UT(i> ï> è)- Then the trans-
formation S on X3 x Q defined by S(x, co) = (Tx, FalX)to), where a(x) =

\og(dp o T)(x)/dp, has stable range equal to (Ft,Çl,v).

Proof. The proof is analogous to but simpler than the proof of the main theo-

rem. The reader can also refer to [4] for a proof.

In the following theorem, the stable range functor is denoted by <I>.

Theorem 1.6. The construction of the transformation from the flow in Theorem

1.4 is a functor *F from the category of ergodic flows with conjugations to the
category of ergodic transformations with orbit transporting isomorphisms. *F is a

right inverse functor to the stable range functor, i.e., Oo*P is naturally isomorphic

to the identity functor.

Proof. Suppose we have two flows F = (F,, Q, v), G = (Gt, Q.\, v\), and

<t>: fi —► Qi   a conjugation between them.   Let (S, Y, p),  (Si, Y\, p\) be
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respectively V(F), ¥(G). Define ^(O): Y = (X x fi x R, p) -» F, = (X x

fii xR, px) by

^(<t)(x, co, r) = (x, 4>(co), r + p(4>(co))),

where

p(aS) = log ̂ - (co'),       w'efii.

Then *F(0) is an isomorphism, and

T(0) oS(x, co, r) = ¥(</>) (tx , Fa{x)(co), r + b(x) + log ^l^W(ca))

= (rx, 0o Fa(x)(co), r + ¿(x) + log   V 0fva(x) (co)j + p(</>(Fa{x)co))

= (tx, Ga(xmco)),r + b(x) + \ogdVl°d^a(x\<i>(co))+p(ct>(œ))^

= S] o *F(0)(x, w, r)   a.e. (x, to, r) £ X x fi x R.

Hence ¥(</>) not only preserves the orbit of S, but the conjugates between S

and Si as well.
Given two composable conjugations <f>, y/ between flows, it is easy to see

that ¥(0i o fa) = ¥(</>i )*F(</>2). Hence ¥ is a functor.
To prove the last statement, let (Ft, fi, v) be in !F. Notations as above,

we have ¥(F) = (S,Y,v). Let A = L°°(Y xR, px dsf. Then there exist
isomorphisms

aA:A^L°°(I,m)   and   a: A -» L°°(fi, v),

where aA is as defined in the construction of the stable range functor and a is

defined in the last part of Theorem 1.4. Since F and 0¥(F) are the point

realizations of the flow on A via a and aA respectively, the point realization of

oAo~x via the identity map is a conjugation between the flows F and <W(F).

Denote it by np . We prove that it is a natural isomorphism between the identity
functor and 04'.

Let (f>: (Ft, fi, v) —> (Gt, fii, v\) be a conjugation. Let

B = L°°(YX xR,pi xds)s>.

Define ¥(0) as in the construction of O. *¥(<!)) induces a map a : A —► B by

a(f) = f° ¥(</>) . Let o\ : B -> L°°(fii, ^i) be the canonical identification
map similar to a . Then

(a{aa~l)(aa~x) = axaa~x = axa^x(aBaa~x)aAa'AA

= (aiaëi)(aBaa-i).

Hence the following diagram commutes

L°°{I,m)   aB™A'     L°°(I,m)

a a, I I °i°B

L°°(Q,v)      ->      L°°(0,,!/,).
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The point realization of agaa^1 via the identity map is <!>¥(</>), while it is easy

to see that the point realization of o\ao~x via the identity map is <f> itself. By

taking point realization of the diagram, we get nG o cf> = O¥(0) o «f .

Remark. As the canonical mod homomorphism from the normalizer group of a

transformation to the centralizer of its associated flow is contained in the stable

range functor, the above theorem implies that it is surjective and moreover is

split.
It is not known, but likely, that ¥<!> is isomorphic to the identity functor

on 2?. The problem is of course with the morphisms, since Krieger's theorem

proves that the objects ¥0(7') and T are isomorphic.
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